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ABSTRACT: In the present work, we explore the modiﬁcation of the
periodicity of the motion of shallow granular columns in the
framework of Kroll’s one-dimensional model for the motion of a
vibrated bed. Within the model, bed dynamics depend on two
parameters, the dimensionless maximum acceleration, Γ, and a
dissipative parameter, α, depending on air viscosity, grain density, bed
static porosity, oscillation frequency and grain diameter. We show
how the bifurcation diagram for the ﬂight time of the bed as a
function of Γ changes with α. For α = 0, Kroll’s prediction equals that
of the inelastic bouncing ball model. When α is increased, bifurcations
shift to higher Γ up to a point where not even a single bifurcation is
predicted in a range of Γ where an inelastic bouncing ball displays
several bifurcations. We also illustrate how the ﬂight time reduces
nonlinearly with increasing α in a monotonic way. We introduce
isoperiodic maps to illustrate regions of single, double, or more periodicities in the phase space. We also show and discuss the
dependence of the ﬂight time on the parameters entering the deﬁnition of α within ranges of those parameters that have been
explored in the literature. Grain diameter, grain density and vibration frequency are the most determinant.

■

INTRODUCTION
Vibrated granular beds are commonly used in industry for
operations like size separation, milling, and transport. In many
cases, the interest for vibrated beds responds to the widespread
use of vibroﬂuidized beds, where mechanical excitation due to
vibrations is added to the ﬂuidizing eﬀect of a passing ﬂuid.
However, the case of pure vibrations (without aeration) is still
complex and encompasses many interesting transport phenomena. Theoretical modeling of vibrated beds has followed several,
sometimes combined, paths from the description of the
mechanical response of a vibrated bed to the study of heat
transfer capabilities and the modeling of the ﬂight dynamics of
the bed. The latter is of special interest because it can shed light
on the time response of shallow beds, where the column
behaves as a solid block. Adequately tuning this time response
may enhance the result of bulk solids management operations
like vibratory transport,1−7 vibrated bed dryers8−11 and vibrated
bed reactors.12,13
The simplest approximation to a vibrated bed is the wellknown inelastic bouncing ball model (IBBM).14−16 The IBBM
describes the motion of a single point mass, bouncing on a
sinusoidally driven plate, considering completely inelastic
collisions with the plate. Its application to vibrated beds is
widespread.2,3,17−21 One of the main features of the dynamics
of the IBBM is the period doubling scenario22 observed for the
dependence of bouncing ball’s ﬂight time on the maximum
dimensionless acceleration Γ. Period doubling is a common
© 2016 American Chemical Society

dynamical feature of both a single mass and vibrated particle
beds, at least in a regime of shallow, dense beds: a single vertical
column of grains23 and two-dimensional24 and three-dimensional beds20,25−27 display a period doubling scenario similar to
the IBBM. In recent years, several studies have explored options
for including dissipation in the bouncing motion of a single
object on a vibrating plate, for example, allowing the vibrating
plate to be able to bend28 or considering either a spring,29 a
liquid droplet,30 or a sand ﬁlled ball31 instead of a single point
mass and considering air drag.32,33
The main issue with using IBBM for vibrated beds is that the
model only considers parameters describing the forcing, and
there is no way to compare between beds of diﬀerent
characteristics.
One of the main factors aﬀecting the motion of a vibrated
granular bed is its interaction with interstitial air (having critical
importance in segregation34−37 and transport phenomena6,38−40). This has inspired a couple of recent experimental
studies on air eﬀects on the period bifurcation of vibrated beds:
the works of Pastor et al.41 and Han et al.42 Those authors
compared their results with theoretical predictions from Kroll’s
model for a vibrated bed,43,44 obtaining a good agreement
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Figure 1. (left) Bifurcation diagram for diﬀerent α values compared with that of the IBBM. (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with α at ﬁxed Γ. Only
a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

between experimental and theoretical ﬂight times, at least for
their speciﬁc parameter conﬁguration.
Following the interest aroused by the experimental studies of
refs 41 and 42 and looking forward to achieve a theoretical
understanding of the bouncing dynamics of a vibrated bed with
a model that considers experimental characteristics of vibrated
beds used for industrial application design, in this article, we
explore Kroll’s model predictions over a wide range of
parameters, inspired by conﬁgurations used in literature studies
as well as in industrial applications. Still nowadays, apparently
simple machinery like vibratory separators represent a challenge
for resizing and rescaling, and manufacturers often rely on past
experience.45 In the ﬁeld, specially when on a budget, changing
a motor or a shaft, the grain size, or the interstitial ﬂuid (to
avoid explosion hazards or to improve drying) of an already
working process is a tough question. Handbooks provide
limited information about parametric response of vibrated
beds.46 The revisit presented in the following pages aims to
provide a theoretical framework within selected parameter
ranges, information that was implicit in Kroll’s model bed
equation, but has not been explored in the past.

■

s (̈ t ) −

B
(ΔP) = −z(̈ t ) − g
m

(1)

where ΔP is the pressure diﬀerence between the top and
bottom of the bed, B is the cross sectional area of the container,
m is the mass of the bed, and dots indicate derivatives with
respect to time. The bed is assumed to have a bulk density, ρm
= (1 − ϕ)ρg with ρg being the density of a single grain and ϕ
being the porosity of the bed (assuming that ﬂuid density is
much lower than ρg). Relating the volumetric ﬂow rate Q
through the bed with the mass of ﬂuid contained within the
gap, G = ρfBs (ﬂuid density, ρf, is constant because the ﬂuid is
assumed to be incompressible), it is possible to deduce that Q =
Bṡ. Using this last relation for Q and Darcy’s law,49 one obtains
the following equation36,43 for ṡ:

s(̇ t ) = k

ΔP
h

(2)

where h is the bed’s height, k ≡ K/η is the relative permeability,
η is the dynamic viscosity, and K is the intrinsic permeability
(depending only on geometrical properties of the solid
matrix50). For a random pack of spheres under laminar ﬂow
conditions, the Carman Kozeny equation holds for the
permeability,50,51 given by

OVERVIEW OF KROLL’S MODEL

Kroll’s model uses a one-dimensional equation to describe the
motion of a porous piston, assuming the piston moves through
an incompressible ﬂuid and using Darcy’s law to describe ﬂuid
ﬂow through the piston. An analytic solution for the position of
the bed and for the pressure drop across it can be obtained.
Kroll’s model represents the starting point for incorporating
other processes like bed expansion47 or aerated vibrated beds.48
The granular bed is assumed to behave as a solid porous block,
moving on a plate oscillating along the vertical direction
according to z(t) = A sin(ωt), with A being the amplitude, f =
ω/(2π) being the frequency of oscillation, and t being time.
The maximum dimensionless acceleration is Γ = Aω2/g, with g
being the acceleration of gravity. Take oﬀ occurs at a time
1
t0 = ω arcsin(1/Γ). During the bed’s ﬂight, a gap of size s
separates it from the plate, and the equation of motion is given
by

K=

ϕ3
d2
180 (1 − ϕ)2

(3)

where d is the diameter of a single grain. Using eqs 3 and 2 in
eq 1, one obtains the ﬁnal equation for ṡ, describing the
dynamics of the granular column:
s (̈ t ) + s(̇ t )

Bhη
= g[Γ sin[ω(t + t0)] − 1]
mK

(4)

Equation 4 can be written in terms of two dimensionless
variables, s′(ψ) ≡ s(t)/A and ψ ≡ ωt:
s ′̈ (ψ ) + αs ̇′(ψ ) =

1
[Γ sin[ψ + ψ0] − 1]
Γ

(5)

where ψ0 = arcsin(Γ−1) is the dimensionless take oﬀ time and α
is a dimensionless dissipative parameter given by
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Figure 2. (left) Isoperiodic map α−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model.
Green, blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights. (right) Illustration of the color code used for the
isoperiodic map at the left, for the bifurcation diagram of the IBBM (case with α = 0 corresponding to the bottom horizontal line of the isomap at
the left) and for the case with α = 0.5.

α=

180η(1 − ϕ)
Bhη
η
=
=
ωmK
ωKρm
d 2ωρg ϕ3

ﬂight time with α at ﬁxed Γ. Figure 1 (right) illustrates this
functional dependence, resulting in a monotonically decreasing
function. Although it may resemble an exponential or a power
law decay, we tested both ﬁts and obtained merely fair
agreement. This plot gives us an idea of how important is the
deviation from the IBBM behavior when α is increased with
ﬁxed Γ. Within the range of α explored, we can see that a
reduction of the order of 30% of the ﬂight time with respect to
the ﬂight time predicted by the IBBM can be obtained. Again a
more pronounced deviation from the IBBM is observed at
larger Γ.
An alternative way to look at the information from the
bifurcation plots is to look at the corresponding “isoperiodic
maps”.54 For example, take a look at the α−Γ isoperiodic map
shown in Figure 2. Diﬀerent colors indicate the periodicity
according to the deﬁnition of Gilet et al.:22 “a period-n motion
involves n diﬀerent ﬂights”. The map illustrates zones in the
α−Γ parameter space having a single ﬂight (displayed in
green), two ﬂights (displayed in blue), and three or more ﬂights
(displayed in red). Each horizontal line from the isoperiodic
map is obtained from a bifurcation plot like those illustrated in
Figure 1. Two bifurcation plots for α = 0 and α = 0.5 are shown
at the right side of Figure 2 to explain the color code used.
The map of Figure 2 is basically a modiﬁed and simpliﬁed
version of the map presented by Han et al.33 in Figure 5 of their
work. It is modiﬁed since their calculation is based on a
modiﬁcation of the IBBM model including an air damping
factor without including parameters related to a vibrated
granular bed; besides we explore a smaller Γ range and a larger
α range. It is simpliﬁed, since we do not pay attention to the
chaotic behavior (any chaotic zone will be included in a red
zone). An important remark in our case is the fact that we do
not look for the asymptotic behavior, as has been usually done
in previous works.32,33,41 We took a diﬀerent approach because
industrial applications may include residence times that are
small compared with asymptotic times of several thousands of
oscillation cycles used previously.
The map of Figure 2 could be an important reference when
dealing with the design of vibrated bed process machinery. For
example, during vibratory conveying, it may be important to

(6)

Equation 5 shows how two dimensionless parameters dictate
the dynamics of the bed: Γ, which characterizes the energy
injection and α. This parameter α is the frictional factor
controlling energy dissipation via air drag,36,42 closely related to
coeﬃcients previously deﬁned in air-damped bouncing ball
studies.32,33 Also 1/α could be interpreted as the characteristic
time needed for the column to reach a regime where its motion
is governed by the viscosity of the ﬂuid.52 In the context of
vibrated beds moving in air, α has the signiﬁcance of other
dimensionless numbers such as Bagnold’s number used to
characterize ﬂow regimes of liquid−particle suspensions53 or
Reynolds and Froude numbers used in ﬂuid mechanics.
Physically speaking, the parameter α = η/(ωKρm) is a ratio
of viscosity to the momentum of the bed.

■

OVERALL DEPENDENCE OF BED’S FLIGHT
DYNAMICS ON DISSIPATIVE PARAMETER α
Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagram for diﬀerent values of
the dissipative parameter α. The IBBM prediction is included as
a reference and can be seen to match exactly the case with α = 0
(essentially Kroll’s model reduces to the IBBM in the absence
of dissipation). As the value of α is increased the main eﬀect is a
drift from the IBBM behavior that is more pronounced at larger
Γ. See, for example, the curve for α = 0.05: it shows only four
bifurcations, while the IBBM shows six bifurcations within the
same range in Γ. For cases with α ≥ 4 where for the range of Γ
explored, there is not even a single bifurcation. Deviation from
the IBBM behavior is more pronounced at larger Γ for a ﬁxed
α. See, for example, the curve for α = 0.05: at Γ ≈ 4, there is
not a signiﬁcant deviation from the IBBM, but for Γ ≈ 18, the
diﬀerence is on the order of 20%. Larger α values display a
further departure of Kroll’s model with respect to the IBBM.
The departure can be appreciated in more detail if one takes a
look at Figure Sequence S1 of the Supporting Information.
For low values of Γ, before any bifurcation takes place, it is
possible to observe a smooth functional dependence of the
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Table 1. List of Estimated α Values or Ranges Used in Some Representative Previous Experimental Studies on Vibrated Bedsa
ref

∼d (mm)

f (Hz)

grain

interstitial gas

Γ

α

2
25
55
26
56
20
19
57
27
41
42
52

1−1.5
0.63−0.8
0.099−0.332
0.15−0.018
0.2−2
1.28−3
2.85
0.088−0.707
0.5−1
0.5
0.35−1
0.465

40−70
10−100
30−80
10−110
7.78
15−40
10
25
30−70
110
40−80
15−50

glass, calcite
glass, salt
glass, alumina, sand
bronze
glass
glass
glass
alumina
stainless steel
glass
stainless steel
stainless steel

air
air−vacuum
air
vacuum
propane−helium
air
air
air
air
air−vacuum
air−vacuum
air

2−3.5
0−13
3−8
1−8.5
1.3
0−8
0.5−2.5
2−7
1−17.5
1−6
1−16
1−4

0.02−0.08
0−0.91
0.35−10.5
0
0.04−4.40
0.01−0.13
0.04
0.17−11.01
0.02−0.14
0−0.11
0−0.22
0.10−0.32

Here, it was assumed: ρglass = 2500 kg/m3, ρalumina = 3650 kg/m3, ρstainless‑steal = 7400 kg/m3; ηair = 1.98 × 10−5 Pa·s, ηvacuum = 0 Pa·s, ηpropane = 8.71 ×
10−6 Pa·s, ηhelium = 2.13 × 10−5 Pa·s; ϕ = 0.36 (random close packing).

a

Figure 3. (left) Isoperiodic map α−Γ with rectangles or lines indicating the range of parameters explored in some literature studies. (right) Zoom of
the α−Γ isoperiodic map showing two data sets from experiments performed by Han et al.42 who used stainless steel spheres of diﬀerent sizes. White
ﬁlled symbols correspond to the data set of Figure 4 from ref 42 taken at diﬀerent grain diameters at 60 Hz in air. Gray ﬁlled symbols correspond to
the data set of Figure 5 from ref 42 taken at diﬀerent frequencies for a ﬁxed grain diameter of 0.35 mm in air. Static bed porosity was assumed to be
equal to 0.38, and air viscosity was taken to be 2 × 10−5 Pa·s. Horizontal error bars are taken from experimental data. Vertical error bars are
propagated from experimental uncertainties reported by Han et al., assuming a 0.1% uncertainty for the frequency, 1% for the viscosity, and 5% for
the static bed porosity.

ensure a combination of parameters giving a response of the
bed with the same periodicity of the forcing. A double or higher
period scenario may represent a waste of energy since if one of
the ﬂights is the optimal then the rest of ﬂights are not because
the granular material does not reach the same dilation or the
same ﬂight time. Of course there may be situations where
multiple periodicities are interesting, for example, if the
periodicity of the vibrating process is to be avoided. Instead
of inducing a stochastic vibration, it could be enough to keep a
sinusoidal vibration and tune Γ to the nearest red zone for your
given α.
Looking at the isoperiodic map of Figure 2, there is a large
green zone at the top and left region of the parameter space
with a single period, which continues to higher α values. Zones
with two and three or more ﬂights appear periodically as one
moves to the lower right corner of the map. A good rule of
thumb will be to raise α or lower Γ in order to approach a
single ﬂight zone, as it was expected. For example, when
dissipation is important (large α), the single period zone
becomes independent of Γ over a wide range (in this case

within the explored range), as was shown in a related study
dealing with ﬂight dynamics of a grain ﬁlled ball.31
As we mentioned earlier, the limit α → 0 is precisely the
regime when it is known that the IBBM describes the ﬂight
dynamics of granular beds in the limit of shallow and dense
beds or when air is evacuated.20,25−27 To give an idea of the
order of magnitude of α, we list in Table 1 its value or range of
values for some selected previous works. We also include in
Figure 3 a graphical illustration of the parameter range explored
by those works. On a coarse approximation, we can see how
studies where the IBBM has been reported to hold (without
vacuum)20,26,27 have α < 0.2. Recent works on the eﬀect of air
on vibrated bed dynamics41,42,52 have been done for 0.1 < α <
0.5. Experimental studies on the motion of vibrated beds where
there is a strong and notorious eﬀect of interstitial air have α
ranges that can reach 10 or more for the lowest frequencies and
smaller grains. It is worth recalling an observation reported by
Douady et al.:25 when they used water instead of air as
interstitial ﬂuid: no period bifurcation was observed for their
glass spheres up to Γ = 13. This last conﬁguration will imply α
≈ 30 (without considering buoyancy and eﬀective mass
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to the corresponding change in α. Therefore, we included the
minimum and maximum value of α for each case. Further
illustration is provided in the Supporting Information, where
bifurcation plots for each variable are shown (see Figure
Sequences S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6). In addition and in order to
give an idea of how these trends are modiﬁed when the set of
parameters changes, in Figure 4 we illustrate trends for a
parameter set chosen around α ≈ 0.5 (see Table 3) where air
eﬀects are more important. It can be seen how the trends are
similar, but with the case of α ≈ 0.5 giving stronger deviations
of the ﬂight time with respect to the IBBM.
Grain Diameter. The sole eﬀect of d is illustrated in Figure
5. The top left map shows an almost constant vertical structure
except for low diameters, indicating how for diameters over 2
mm, the periodicity of the bed’s ﬂight dynamics is almost
independent of d for the Γ range explored. For d lower than 2
mm (bottom left), there is a clear change of the structure of the
map with d, remarked at large Γ. To further illustrate the role of
d, we show on the right side of Figure 5 the relative ﬂight time
predicted with Kroll’s model with respect to the IBBM, for low
values of Γ (before the ﬁrst bifurcation). For almost the whole
d range, Kroll’s prediction is the same as IBBM’s. The inset
shows a zoom for low d, where the deviation from the IBBM
(corresponding to a value of 1) can be appreciated in more
detail. For diameters around 1 mm, the diﬀerence from the
IBBM is lower than 5% (for the Γ values considered). If d is
reduced, the deviation becomes more pronounced and
increases with Γ. The result for low d agrees with the
observation of Pak et al.56 where it is reported that air eﬀects
depend strongly on grain size (they explored precisely the
range 0.1 mm ≤ d ≤ 2 mm); however the eﬀect of grain size is
extremely weak above a grain size of 2 mm. The eﬀect of grain
size was also noted by Akiyama et al.59 where diﬀerences in the
pressure distribution along vessels of diﬀerent materials
observed at low grain diameters diminished when the grain
size was increased, and again this observation is consistent with
Kroll’s picture in the sense that air eﬀects are negligible for large
diameters. If the interstitial ﬂuid is not air but water, for
example, with much larger viscosity, it is possible to expect a
grain size dependence of the vibrated bed dynamics for d > 2
mm. Finally, Kroll’s predictions are consistent with experimental results of Han et al.,42 where it is shown how
bifurcations occur for higher Γ when d is reduced.
Grain Density. The isolated eﬀect of ρg is explored in
Figure 6, for a range covering values as low as the density of
expanded polystyrene up to that of lead. Both the isoperiodic
map and plots at its right indicate how the eﬀect of ρg is
appreciated at large Γ and for suﬃciently low densities. The
work of Ze-Hui et al.27 is an example of a case where a large
density hinders interstitial air eﬀects. They used stainless steel
beads, with a density of ∼7400 kg/m3 and found that the value
of Γ for the ﬁrst bifurcation was almost independent of grain
size and similar to the values predicted by the IBBM. The ﬁrst
row of Table 1 from the work Ze-Hui et al.27 compares Γ for
the ﬁrst bifurcation for their stainless steel beads, for ceramic
balls of similar size, and for the glass beads used by Douady et
al.25 Heavier stainless steel beads show a lower ﬁrst bifurcation
Γ than ceramic beads (at 60 Hz), and both display a lower ﬁrst
bifurcation Γ than glass beads used in ref 25 (at 30 Hz).
Although the ﬁrst bifurcation agrees with Kroll’s prediction, it is
not the same for higher bifurcations (see the rest of Table 1
from ref 27).

corrections58) and represents a limiting case illustrating the
large single period zone predicted for large α (α > 2).
In addition, in Figure 3, we compare the results of Kroll’s
model with experimental data available from Han et al. The ﬁrst
important observation is that the qualitative agreement is
remarkable. Each data set indicates a bifurcation (a periodicity
change). The ﬁrst bifurcation for both data sets coincides with
the boundary between the ﬁrst red zone and the ﬁrst blue zone
from the left. It is also notorious how the concavity of the
boundaries (bifurcations) changes both in the theoretical map
and in the experimental data. Compare the theoretical green−
red boundary beginning at Γ ≈ 3.1 with a decreasing derivative
with the green−red boundary beginning at Γ ≈ 12.8 with an
increasing derivative. Experimental data at low Γ tends to lean
toward right, while data sets with large Γ have increasing
curvatures. The quantitative agreement is good for the ﬁrst
bifurcation and worsens for higher Γ. This worsening is
expected because assumptions like air uncompressibility and
bed behaving as a condensed block are less suited at large Γ.

■

SPECIFIC DEPENDENCE OF BED’S FLIGHT
DYNAMICS ON d, ρg, f, η AND ϕ
From a practical point of view, it may be possible to change
only a single parameter at a time in order to change α.
Therefore, we extend our research including isoperiodic maps
for all ﬁve relevant parameters entering the deﬁnition of α,
together with plots depicting the deviation from the IBBM with
each parameter for some constant Γ where one period zone
holds. For each case, one parameter is varied within a range
spanning typical cases reported in the literature, while keeping
the rest as indicated in Table 2. The particular set of parameters
Table 2. Parameters Used To Generate the Plots at the Right
Side of Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9a
parameter

symbol

value

gravity
viscosityb
frequency
porosityc
grain diameter
grain densityd

g
η
f
ϕ
d
ρg

9.8 m/s
2 × 10−5 Pa·s
60 Hz
0.44
1 mm
2500 kg/m3

a

Only the parameter indicated in the horizontal axis is varied in each
case. bAir at 300 K. cExperimentally measured by Sánchez et al.37
d
Soda−lime glass.

in Table 3 was chosen to lay around a value of α ≈ 0.02, that is,
below the boundary where air eﬀects begin to be important.
The inﬂuence of a change in each individual parameter is linked
Table 3. Parameters Used To Generate the Plots of Figure
4a
parameter

symbol

value

gravity
viscosity
frequency
porosity
grain diameter
grain density

g
η
f
ϕ
d
ρg

9.8 m/s
2 × 10−5 Pa·s
60 Hz
0.36
0.324 mm
2500 kg/m3

a

Only the parameter indicated in the horizontal axis is varied in each
case.
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Figure 4. Dependence of ﬂight time with ﬁve parameters at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the
trend when the set of parameters is taken from Table 3.

Vibration Frequency. The isolated eﬀect of f is explored in
Figure 7. It is of special interest since f appears both in α and Γ
(the parameters controlling dissipation and forcing within the
model). The map indicates how frequency aﬀects bed dynamics
specially for large Γ. As Γ decreases, the range of variability with

frequency shortens and is conﬁned to low frequencies. The
right side of Figure 7 shows how Kroll’s ﬂight time compares
with that of the IBBM. Recent studies about the bifurcation
pattern of vibrated beds have been done at 110 Hz41 and in the
40−80 Hz range,42 and even in those cases, the use of Kroll’s
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Figure 5. (left) Isoperiodic map d−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model.
Green, blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights (see Figure 2). (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with
grain diameter d at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

Figure 6. (left) Isoperiodic map ρg−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model.
Green, blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights (see Figure 2). (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with
grain density ρg at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

than air are used in the literature (an example is the work of ref
56, see Table 1). The corresponding isoperiodic map has an
almost uniform vertical structure that changes marginally at
large Γ. The relative eﬀect of η is rather small when compared
with the eﬀect of d or f, and like in those cases, it is more
pronounced at larger Γ. Figure 8, right, shows how the larger
the viscosity, the larger the deviation of Kroll’s model from the
IBBM. Within our explored range, deviations from the IBBM
do not exceed 2%.
Bed Porosity. The isolated eﬀect of static bed porosity is
explored in Figure 9. The range of ϕ studied is rather
exaggerated for a bed of monodisperse spherical particles for
which the Kozeny−Karman relation (eq 3) was conceived;
however it oﬀers an idea of the role of ϕ. One important
concern during a vibrated bed operation may be a possible
change of behavior due to compaction. We must emphasize
that under Kroll’s picture, the porosity is assumed as a constant
during the whole vibration cycle (it is important to recall that in

model showed an improvement with respect to the IBBM. The
improvement could have been more dramatic if lower
frequencies, on the order of 10 Hz, had been used. An
exception could be the work of Pastenes et al.,52 whose
experimental model vibrated at 15 Hz; however although their
frequency was low, their granular bed was rather dense
(stainless steel beads) thus reducing the value of α and the
relevance of air on the bed’s ﬂight dynamics. It is important to
recall that many vibrated bed operations, like screening or
sifting and vibratory feeding, are performed at frequencies even
as low as 300 rpm (5 Hz);46,60 thus studying the low frequency
regime is something to be considered. Besides, many important
eﬀects of interstitial air have been reported in the low frequency
regime.37,40,61−64
Interstitial Gas Viscosity. The isolated eﬀect of η is
explored in Figure 8. The range of viscosity studied
corresponds to viscosities as low as that of benzene up to
viscosities like that of oxygen, although rarely gases diﬀerent
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Figure 7. (left) Isoperiodic map f−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model. Green,
blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights (see Figure 2). (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with
oscillation frequency f at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

Figure 8. (left) Isoperiodic map η−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model.
Green, blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights (see Figure 2). (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with
interstitial gas viscosity η at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

expected. However, even with a frequency of 110 Hz and Γ
between 1 and 6, Pastor et al.41 obtain fair agreement with their
experimental results. If taller columns are to be considered, this
analysis should have to be modiﬁed to include a proper model
of the viscoelastic response of the bed as well as corrections due
to spatiotemporal porosity changes. A natural next step of
analysis would be to introduce the compressibility of the
interstitial ﬂuid into the picture, however in this case the
solution is not as easy to obtain as in Kroll’s model. Gutman67
used an iterative process and Fourier series expansions,
Akiyama and Naito68 used the orthogonal discollocation
method, and Thomas et al.57 used a semiempirical method
where pressure proﬁles were obtained from experiments and
used to compute the gap height. One or several of these
strategies could aid in future work; however, for the case of
shallow beds, corrections should be minor.
Recent experimental investigations on the eﬀect of interstitial
air on ﬂight dynamics of a vibrated bed41,42,52 have used a

the case of vibrated shallow beds, dilation comes from the top
and bottom layers, with a central bulk having almost constant
density through the oscillation cycle52,65). In this section, we
study variations of the static bed porosity, for example, looking
at diﬀerences between a bed of elongated particles like rice
grains or pellets, in contrast with a bed of spherical particles.
The isoperiodic map of Figure 9 shows how the structure is
almost unaﬀected by changes in the porosity, except for large Γ.

■

COMMENTS ON APPLICABILITY
Besides the quantitative comparison seen in Figure 3 (left), the
validity of our results is founded on the validity of Kroll’s
model. References show how it describes the ﬂight dynamics of
a bed;41−44,52 it is a good approximation for the pressure drop
along a bed57 and even can be applied to model transport
phenomena.66 The assumptions of the model are better suited
for the lower left corner of all our isoperiodic maps, than for the
upper right corner, where deviations due to higher speeds are
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Figure 9. (left) Isoperiodic map ϕ−Γ obtained from numerical determination of the ﬂight time of a vibrated granular bed, using Kroll’s model.
Green, blue, and red color indicate regions with one, two, and three or more periodic ﬂights (see Figure 2). (right) Dependence of ﬂight time with
bed’s porosity ϕ at ﬁxed Γ. Only a couple of low Γ cases with a single ﬂight time are shown to illustrate the trend.

The parameter α depends on ﬁve quantities, namely, grain
diameter d, vibration frequency f, grain density ρg, interstitial air
viscosity η, and the bed’s porosity ϕ. By looking at deviations of
Kroll’s model prediction of the ﬂight time from that of IBBM’s
within a typically reported range of these parameters, we can
conclude that ϕ and η do not produce important deviations,
while d, f, and ρg can induce deviations ofn the order of 25%
within the range explored in this work (based on the range used
by experiments reported in the literature). This deviation oﬀers
a reference frame to understand the functionality of each
parameter and how they determine bed ﬂight dynamics,
information that is not evident from the equation of motion
consider by Kroll’s model. Combining the functionality of the
deviations with the structure of isoperiodic maps, our analysis
(within the context of parameters indicated in Table 2) sustains
how air eﬀects become important for grain diameters under 1
mm, frequencies under 50 Hz, and grain densities below 500
kg/m3, as have been experimentally reported before.

combination of parameters giving α near below the limit over
which air eﬀects are dramatic (roughly 0.5). In order to further
test the applicability of Kroll’s model predictions, it will be
interesting for future experimental explorations to perform
similar studies but with a combination of parameters resulting
in a larger α, for example, using the frequency range of Pastenes
et al.52 but with glass beads of a couple hundreds of
micrometers in diameter or lowering the frequency used by
Pastor, Han, and their co-workers41,42 to frequencies around 10
Hz.

■

CONCLUSION
We have oﬀered a discussion on modiﬁcation of the ﬂight
dynamics of a shallow vibrated bed as predicted by the model of
Kroll. We brieﬂy review the model, emphasizing the fact that
two parameters control bed dynamics within the model,
namely, the commonly used maximum dimensionless acceleration Γ and a parameter α deﬁned in eq 6 quantifying
dissipation due to air resistance.
We show the eﬀects of Γ and α on bed’s ﬂight dynamics,
compared with the behavior of the inelastic bouncing ball
model, where no air eﬀects are considered. The characteristic
period doubling scenario seen for the inelastic bouncing ball
model is modiﬁed (specially for large Γ) when α is increased,
reducing the number of bifurcations seen at a given Γ range
and, in general, reducing the ﬂight time. The plot at the right
side of Figure 1 illustrates the functionality of this ﬂight time
reduction, providing an important criterion to determine the
signiﬁcance of interstitial air on the bed’s ﬂight dynamics.
As an alternative way to look at the dynamics of a vibrated
bed, with special interest in practical industrial applications, we
introduced simpliﬁed isoperiodic maps, indicating combinations of parameters that give out a single periodic motion,
double period motion, or motion with more than two ﬂight
times. These maps represent an important qualitative tool to
aid the design of vibrated bulk materials processing equipment
or experimental protocols or to aid the decision making process
when an unexpected change is to be applied to a working
process. As a general rule of thumb, lowering α or increasing Γ
will drive a vibrated bed to a zone with single period motion.
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